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CONSTRAINED-ENVELOPE DIGITAL-COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMISSION SYSTEM AND METHOD THEREFOR



given phase-point datum does not interfere with the energy from preceding and following phase-point data at the appro



priate baud-interval sampling instants. The use of Nyquist-type ?ltration in a transmission circuit



produces a ?ltered signal stream containing a pulse waveform with a spectrally constrained waveform. The degree to which a Nyquist-type pulse waveform is constrained in bandwidth is



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca



a function of the excess bandwidth factor, 0t. The smaller the



tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



value of ot, the more the pulse waveform is constrained in



spectral regrowth. It is therefore desirable to have the value of 0t as small as possible. However, as the value of 0t is



decreased, the ratio of the spectrally constrained waveform magnitude to the spectrally unconstrained waveform magni



Notice: More than one reissue application has been ?led



for the reissue ofU.S. Pat. No. 6,104, 761. This ReissueAppli



tude is increased. The spectrally unconstrained waveform is



cation is a continuation of Reissue application Ser No.



the waveform that would result if no action were taken to



10/718,507?led Nov. 19, 2003 (US. Reissue Pat. No. Re. 41,380) which is a reissue ofapplication Ser No. 09/143,230



reduce spectral regrowth. Typical designs use 0t values of 0. l 5 to 0.5. For an exemplary 0t value of 0.2, the magnitude of the



(US. Pat. No. 6,104, 761). Both ofthese reissues applications



spectrally constrained waveform is approximately 1.8 times



are reissues ofthe same US. Pat. No. 6,104, 761. 20



normalized spectrally unconstrained waveform magnitude



TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION



The present invention relates generally to the ?eld of digi tal communications. More speci?cally, the present invention relates to the ?eld of constrained-envelope digital transmitter



that of the unconstrained waveform. This means that, for a



power of l .0, the transmitter output ampli?er must actually be able to provide an output power of 3.24 (1.82) to faithfully transmit the spectrally constrained waveform. This poses sev 25



circuits.



eral problems. When the transmitter output ampli?er is biased so that the



maximum spectrally unconstrained waveform (1.0 normal BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



A wireless digital communications system should ideally refrain from using any portion of the frequency spectrum beyond that actually required for communications. Such a



30



maximally e?icient use of the frequency spectrum would allow the greatest number of communications channels per



given spectrum. In the real-world, however, some spectral regrowth (i.e., increase in spectral bandwidth) is inevitable due to imperfect signal ampli?cation.



maximum spectrally constrained waveform (1.8 normalized) is at or near the top of the ampli?er’s linear region, the 35



spectrally unconstrained waveform is at only 56 percent (i.e., l/1.s) of the ampli?ers peak linear power. This results in an inef?cient use of the output ampli?er.



In wireless communication systems various methodolo



Also, the biasing of the transmitter output ampli?er so that



gies have been used to minimize spectral regrowth. Some



conventional methodologies utilize complex digital signal



ized) is at or near the top of the ampli?er’s linear region, all “overpower” will be clipped as the ampli?er saturates. Such clipping causes a marked increase in spectral regrowth, obvi ating the use of Nyquist-type ?ltration. When the transmitter output ampli?er is biased so that the



the spectrally constrained waveform is at or near the top of the 40



processing algorithms to alter a digitally modulated transmis



ampli?er’ s linear region requires that the output ampli?er be of signi?cantly higher power than that required for the trans



sion signal in some manner conducive to minimal spectral



mission of a spectrally unconstrained waveform. Such a



regrowth. Such complex algorithmic methodologies are well suited to low-throughput applications, i.e., those less than 0.5



higher-power ampli?er is inherently more costly than its



Mbps (megabits per second), such as transmission of vocoder



lower-power counterparts. 45



or other audio data. This is because the low throughput rate allows su?icient time between symbols for the processor to



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



perform extensive and often repetitive calculations to effect



the required signal modi?cation. Unfortunately, high throughput applications, i.e., those greater than 0.5 Mbps,



It is an advantage of the present invention that a circuitry and a methodology are provided that allow a transmitter out 50



such as the transmission of high-speed video data, cannot use



complex processing algorithms because the processing power required to process the higher data rate is impractical.



A digital signal processing methodology may be used with the transmission of burst signals. With burst transmissions,



55



put ampli?er to be biased so that the spectrally unconstrained waveform is at or near the top of the ampli?er’s linear region without incurring clipping of a spectrally constrained wave form. It is another advantage of the present invention that a cir cuitry and methodology are provided that allow a spectrally



the interstitial time between bursts may be used to perform the necessary complex computations based upon an entire burst.



constrained waveform to have approximately the same mag nitude as the spectrally unconstrained waveform without



This methodology is not practical when continuous (as opposed to burst) transmission is used. A conventional form of post-modulation pulse shaping to



effecting a signi?cant increase in spectral regrowth. 60



minimize spectral bandwidth utilizes some form of Nyquist type ?ltration, such as Nyquist, root-Nyquist, raised cosine



constrained waveform to be utilized with a continuous trans



mission scheme. It is another advantage of the present invention that a cir



rolloff etc. Nyquist-type ?lters are desirable as they provide a



nearly ideal spectrally constrained waveform and negligible inter-symbol interference. This is achieved by spreading the datum for a single constellation phase point over many unit baud intervals in such a manner that the energy from any



It is another advantage of the present invention that a cir cuitry and methodology are provided which allow a spectrally



65



cuitry and methodology are provided which allow ef?cient use of a transmitter output ampli?er, thus allowing higher power output for a given output ampli?er and a given band width constraint than was previously feasible.
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loWer-poWer ampli?er to be used for achieving given band



FIG. 6 depicts a pair of Nyquist-type data bursts in accor dance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and FIG. 7 depicts a noise-in?uenced constellation illustrating



Width constraints than Was previously feasible, thus effecting a signi?cant saving in the cost thereof.



points of the constellation of FIG. 3 in accordance With a



It is another advantage of the present invention that a cir



cuitry and methodology are provided Which alloW ef?cient use of a transmitter output ampli?er, Which alloWs allowing a



constrained-envelope phase-point probabilities of the phase preferred embodiment of the present invention.



These and other advantages are realiZed in one form by a



constrained-envelope digital communications transmitter cir DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS



cuit. The transmitter circuit has a pulse-spreading ?lter con



?gured to receive a quadrature phase-point signal stream of



digitiZed quadrature phase points and produce a ?ltered sig



?lter and con?gured to produce a constrained-bandwidth



FIG. 1 depicts a simpli?ed block diagram of a digital communications system 20 and FIG. 2 depicts a block dia gram of a constrained-envelope digital communications transmitter circuit 22 in accordance With a preferred embodi ment of the present invention. The folloWing discussion refers



error signal stream. The transmitter circuit also has a com



to FIGS. 1 and 2.



nal stream, Which ?ltered signal stream exhibits energy cor



responding to each phase point spread throughout a plurality of baud intervals. The transmitter circuit also has a con



strained-envelope generator coupled to the pulse-spreading bining circuit coupled to the pulse-spreading ?lter and to the



Digital communications system 20, as depicted in FIG. 1,



constrained-envelope generator, Which combining circuit is



20 includes a transmitter circuit 22 and a transmitter antenna 24



together con?gured to modulate and transmit a radio-fre quency (RF) broadcast signal 26 to a receiver antenna 28 and a receiver circuit 30, together con?gured to receive and demodulate RF broadcast signal 26. Those skilled in the art



con?gured to combine the ?ltered signal stream and the con strained-bandwidth error signal stream to produce a con



strained-envelope signal stream. The transmitter circuit also has a substantially linear ampli?er With an input coupled to



the combining circuit.



25



Will appreciate that the embodiment of system 20 depicted is a simplistic one for purposes of discussion only. In normal



These and other advantages are realiZed in another form by a method for the transmission of a constrained-envelope com



use, system 20 Would likely be a complex system consisting



munications signal in a digital communications system. The transmission method includes the step of ?ltering a quadra ture phase-point signal stream to produce a ?ltered signal



of many more components and broadcast signals. It Will be appreciated that the use of such a complex communications system for system 20 in no Way departs from the spirit of the present invention or the scope of the appended claims. Transmitter circuit 22 has a binary data source 32 provid



30



stream, Which ?ltering step spreads energy from each phase point over a plurality of baud intervals. The transmission method also includes the step of generating a constrained bandWidth error signal stream from the ?ltered signal stream and a threshold signal. The transmission method also includes the step of combining the ?ltered signal stream and the con



35



strained-bandwidth error signal stream to produce a con



strained-envelope signal stream. The transmission method also includes the step of linearly amplifying the constrained envelope signal stream to produce the constrained-envelope communications signal. The transmission method also includes the step of transmitting the constrained-envelope



40



ing a binary input signal stream 34. Binary data source 32 may be any circuitry, device, or combination thereof produc ing input signal stream 34. Input signal stream 34 is made up of binary data that may be pre-encoded in any desired manner. That is, input signal stream 34 may be made up of data that has no encoding, concatenated encoding, Reed-Solomon block encoding, or any other form of encoding desired for or required of the communications scheme in use.



In the preferred embodiment, input signal stream 34 is a steam of continuous data (as contrasted With burst data) pass



communications signal.



ing to an input of a convolutional encoder 36. Convolutional



encoder 36 convolutionally encodes (e.g., Viterbi encodes) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



45



input signal stream 34 into an encoded signal stream 38. The use of convolutional encoder 36 in transmitter circuit 22 and



A more complete understanding of the present invention may be derived by referring to the detailed description and claims When considered in connection With the Figures, Wherein like reference numbers refer to similar items



50



throughout the Figures, and: FIG. 1 depicts a simpli?ed block diagram of a digital communications system in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 2 depicts a block diagram of a constrained-envelope digital communications transmitter circuit in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention;



Interleaver 40 temporally decorrelates encoded signal stream 38 to produce an interleaved signal stream 42. That is,



the symbols making up the binary signal stream are tempo rally decorrelated (i .e., separated) in transmitter circuit 22 and 55



60



tWelve consecutively mapped phase points of FIG. 3 in accor dance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention;



circuit 30.



In the preferred embodiment, interleaved signal stream 42



With a preferred embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 4 depicts a plurality of signal streams in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 5 depicts the phase-point constellation of FIG. 3 illus trating an exemplary locus of a ?ltered signal stream over the



temporally correlated in receiver circuit 30. This is done so that correlated errors produced by doWnstream transmitter



components, discussed hereinbeloW, Will then be decorre lated through a complimentary de-interleaver located in receiver circuit 30 before convolutional decoding in receiver



FIG. 3 depicts a l6-P-APSK constellation illustrating a locus of a quadrature phase-point signal stream over tWelve



exemplary consecutively mapped phase points in accordance



a like convolutional decoder (not shoWn) in receiver circuit 30 signi?cantly reduces the error rate of the overall signal in a manner Well understood by those skilled in the art. HoWever, convolutional encoder 36 may be omitted.



passes to an input of a phase mapper 44. Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that interleaver 40 is not desired in all



embodiments of transmitter circuit 22, for example When 65



convolutional encoder 36 is omitted. When interleaver 40 is



omitted, encoded signal stream 38 is passed directly to the input of phase mapper 44. When both convolutional encoder
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36 and interleaver 40 are omitted, binary input signal stream passes directly to the input of phase mapper 44. FIG. 3 depicts a sixteen phase-point polar amplitude and



2) over tWelve exemplary sequential phase points 52 in accor



stream processed by transmitter circuit 22 (FIG. 2). These tWelve exemplary phase points 52 reside at temporally con secutive locations labeled t0, t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, tlo, and tn. These labels represent sequential integral times at unit baud intervals 64, i.e., integral-baud times, and indicate the leading-edge times of phase-point pulses 66. For purposes of



dance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The following discussion refers to FIGS. 2 through 3.



simpli?cation Within this discussion, any occurrence at time tN shall be referred to as “occurrence tN”. For example, an



Phase mapper 44 maps symbols (i.e., binary data units) present in interleaved signal stream 42, encoded signal stream 38, or input signal stream 34, into phase points 54 in phase point constellation 46. While constellation 46 is depicted in



exemplary phase point 52 occurring at time t2 shall be referred to as phase point t2, and the associated phase-point pulse 66



phase shift keying (l6-P-APSK) constellation 46 illustrating a locus 48 of a quadrature phase-point signal stream 50 (FIG.



Whose leading edge occurs at time t2 shall be referred to as



FIG. 3 as a l6-P-APSK constellation, those skilled in the art



phase-point-signal pulse t2. In other Words, at time t2, phase point t2 is clocked and phase-point-signal pulse t2 begins. One



Will appreciate that the circuitry and methodology of the



unit baud interval 64 later, at time t3, phase point t3 is clocked



present invention may be applied to all forms of constella tions. The present invention is especially bene?cial When



inde?nitely, With tWelve exemplary phase points tO through



and phase-point pulse t3 begins. This process continues



used With constellations having rings of different magnitudes,



t1 1 depicted in FIG. 3 and tWelve corresponding phase-point



i.e., amplitude and phase-shift keying (APSK) constellations.



signal pulses tO through tll depicted in phase-point signal



This is true because APSK constellations, requiring ampli tude modulation of the signal, desirably use linear ampli?ers to reproduce that amplitude modulation. Each phase point 54 in constellation 46 represents a plu rality, in this example four, of symbols. The values of the symbols in a given phase point 54 determine the location of



stream 50 of FIG. 4.



that phase point 54 Within constellation 46 in a manner Well knoWn to those skilled in the art.



20



Table 1 below illustrates the magnitudes for phase-point signal pulses to through t1 1. TABLE 1 Phase-Point Pulse Magnimdes



25



Phase-Point-Signal



Each quadrature phase point 54 may be thought of as



Pulse



Magnitude



having a vector value expressed as I,Q in the Cartesian coor



dinate system, Where I is the in-phase (abscissa) value and Q is the quadrature (ordinate) value of the vector, or expressed



30



as M,q) in the polar coordinate system, Where M is the mag



nitude and 4) is the phase angle of the vector. In this discus sion, the M,q) designation Will be used throughout, as the vector magnitude is the most discussed vector component. In the exemplary l6-P-APSK constellation 46 of FIG. 3, each phase point 54 resides upon an outer ring 56 or an inner



35



ring 58. Phase-points 54 residing upon outer ring 56 are



outer-ring or maximum-magnitude phase points 60. That is, outer-ring phase points 60 have a maximum magnitude (maximum value of M) as represented by the radius of outer ring 56. For purposes of discussion, the magnitudes of outer ring phase points 60 are normaliZed to 1.00.



40



Outer-Ring 68 Inner-Ring 70 Outer-Ring 68 Outer-Ring 68 Inner-Ring 70 Outer-Ring 68 Outer-Ring 68 Outer-Ring 68 Outer-Ring 68 Inner-Ring 70 Outer-Ring 68



t1 1



Inner-Ring 70



Phase point tO is an outer-ring phase point 60. Phase-point signal pulse to therefore has an outer-ring magnitude 68. In like manner, phase point t l is an inner-ring phase point 62 and phase-point-signal pulse t 1 has an inner-ring magnitude 70. Phase-point signal stream 50 effects locus 48 through con



Inner-ring phase points 62, i.e., those phase points 54 resid ing upon inner ring 58, have a lesser magnitude as represented by the radius of inner ring 58. For the exemplary l6-P-APSK constellation 46 depicted in FIG. 3, the magnitudes of inner



to t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 tlo



45



stellation 46. Locus 48 coincides With the location of each



exemplary phase point tO through tll in turn at unit baud



ring phase points 62 may desirably be approximately 0.63



intervals 64. In FIG. 3, locus 48 is depicted as effecting a



When outer-ring phase point 60 magnitudes are normalized to



minimum distance (straight line) path betWeen adjacent



1.00.



FIG. 4 depicts a plurality of signal streams, in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The folloWing discussion refers to FIGS. 2 through 4. The output of phase mapper 44 is phase-point signal stream 50. Phase mapper 44 processes one phase point 54 per unit baud interval 64. That is, phase-point signal stream 50 con sists of a series of consecutive phase-point pulses 66, each of



50



manner.



55



Which represents one phase point 54, Whose leading edges are one unit baud interval 64 apart. Those skilled in the art Will



appreciate that other embodiments of phase-point signal stream 50 are equally valid, that the embodiment utiliZed is



exemplary phase points 52. Those skilled in the art Will appre ciate that locus 48 is so depicted solely for the sake of sim plicity, and that in actual practice, locus 48 instantly jumps or snaps betWeen exemplary phase points 52 in a discontinuous FIG. 5 depicts an expanded phase-point constellation 46' illustrating a locus 72 of a ?ltered signal stream 74 (FIG. 2) over tWelve exemplary sequential phase points 52 in accor dance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The folloWing discussion refers to FIGS. 2 through 5.



In the preferred embodiment, phase-point signal stream 50 60



dependent upon the circuitry producing and processing



passes to the input of a pulse-spreading ?lter 76, preferably realiZed as a Nyquist-type ?lter, such as a Nyquist, root



phase-point signal stream 50, and that the use of other



Nyquist, raised cosine-rolloff, etc., ?lter. Pulse-spreading ?l



embodiments of this or any other signal stream does not



FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate a series of tWelve exemplary



ter 76 ?lters phase-point signal stream 50 into ?ltered signal stream 74, depicted in FIG. 5. In orthogonal frequency divi sion multiplex (OFDM) systems, also knoWn as multitone modulation (MTM) systems, pulse-spreading ?lter 76 may be



sequential phase points 52, representative of a random data



implemented using a transmultiplexer or equivalent circuitry.



depart from the spirit of the present invent nor the scope of the



appended claims.
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7 In accordance With Shannon’ s theory, Well known to those



In the preferred embodiment, pulse-spreading ?lter 76 is



skilled in the art, pulse-spreading ?lter 76 produces at least tWo (only tWo in the preferred embodiment) output ?ltered



realiZed as a Nyquist-type ?lter. Therefore, When a single



signal pulses 78, i.e., complex samples of ?ltered signal



that single pulse 66 is transformed into a Nyquist-type datum



stream 74, for each input phase-point pulse 66 received. This



burst 100 extending over a plurality of unit baud intervals 64. It is a property of Nyquist-type ?lters that datum burst 100 attains a datum-burst peak value 102 (i.e., a local peak mag



phase-point pulse 66 is ?ltered by pulse-spreading ?lter 76,



is demonstrated in FIG. 4 Where ?ltered signal stream 74 possesses tWo ?ltered-signal pulses 78 per unit baud interval



64. In the preferred embodiment, ?ltered-signal pulses 78 consist of alternating on-time pulses 80, i.e., samples of ?l



nitude) at the primary sampling time of the speci?c phase point pulse 66 (i.e., at time t2 for phase-point pulse t2), and



tered signal stream at integral unit baud intervals 64, and



attains a Zero datum-burst value 104 (i.e., is equal to Zero) at



off-time pulses 82, i.e., samples of ?ltered signal stream 74 betWeen integral unit baud intervals. In effect, ?ltered signal



integral unit baud intervals 64 preceding and folloWing peak datum-burst value 102 (i.e., at times . . . , t_l, t0, t1, and t3, t4, t5, . . . , for phase point pulse t2). In this manner, the energy of



stream 74 is made up of tWo interleaved data streams, an on-time signal stream 84 and an off-time signal stream 86. On-time signal stream 84 is substantially a version of



each pulse 78 is spread over a plurality of baud intervals 64



phase-point signal stream 50, Wherein each phase-point pulse



preceding and folloWing the clocking instant (time t2).



66 has been reduced in duration from one unit baud interval 64 to a half-unit baud interval 88 to become on-time pulse 80



FIG. 6 illustrates Nyquist-type datum bursts 100 for phase point pulses t2 and t3, With datum burst t2 depicted as a solid



While maintaining substantially the same relative leading



edge time. That is, ?ltered-signal pulse to has substantially



20



the same magnitude and substantially the same leading edge time as phase-point pulse to With approximately one-half the duration. Of course, those skilled in the art Will appreciate that signal streams 74 and 84 may be delayed from signal stream



50 by a delay imposed by ?lter 76. The generation of both on-time pulses 80 and off-time



pulses 82 by pulse-spreading ?lter 76 effectively populates expanded constellation 46' (FIG. 5) With on-time phase points 90 (circles) and off-time phase points 92 (squares). The original phase points 54 of constellation 46 (FIG. 3), i.e., the phase points carrying the intelligence to be communicated by



other time separated from time t2 by an integral number of



25



unit baud intervals 64, the value of datum burst t2 is Zero. An analogous condition occurs for datum burst t3. The value of locus 72 is, at each moment in time, the sum of all datum bursts 100 at that moment. In the simpli?ed



tWo-datum-burst example of FIG. 6, locus 72, depicted by a 30



transmitter circuit 22, are on-time phase points 90 of expanded constellation 46'.



dotted line, is the sum of datum burst t2 and datum burst t3. Since datum bursts t2 and t3 are Zero at each integral time tN except times t2 and t3, the value of locus 72 is also Zero except at times t2 and t3, Where it assumes the peak values of datum



bursts t2 and t3, respectively.



Added to expanded constellation 46' are off-time phase



points 92, With each off-time phase-point 92 occurring approximately midWay in time betWeen consecutive on-time



line and datum burst t3 depicted as a dashed line. As an example, it may be seen from FIG. 6 that at time t2 the value of datum burst t2 is peak datum-burst value 102. At every



35



The value of locus 72 at any instant in time betWeen inte gral-baud times is the sum of the values of all datum bursts 100 at that instant. For example, in FIG. 6 Where only tWo datum bursts 100 are considered, locus 72 has a value at time



phase points 90. Therefore, exemplary sequential phase



t2_5 that is the sum of the values of datum bursts t2 and t3 at



points 52 become exemplary ?ltered phase points 94. Exem plary ?ltered phase points 94 are made up of alternating



time t2_5. Since datum bursts t2 and t3 both have signi?cant



off-time ?ltered phase points 98 are located at fractional-baud



positive values at time t2_5, locus 72 has a value signi?cantly greater than the maximum values of either datum burst t2 or datum burst t3. Since locus 72 describes the sum of all datum bursts 100, locus 72 is a function of the shape of the curves (FIG. 6) describing those datum bursts 100. That is, locus 72 is a function of a ?ltered-signal peak magnitude component of a



(non-integral-baud) times (tO_5,tl_5, t2_5, etc.).



?ltered-signal complex digital value at any given point. The



The generation of off-time phase points 92 approximately midWay in time betWeen consecutive on-time phase points 90



bandWidth factor, ot, a design property of pulse-spreading



exemplary on-time ?ltered phase points 96 and exemplary off-time ?ltered phase points 98, and reside at temporally consecutive locations labeled to, tO_5, t1, t1_5, t2, t2_5, t3, t3_5, t4, t4.5: t5: t5.5: t6: t6.5$ t7: t7.5: ts: t8.5: t9: t9.5: t10> t10.5: and t11> In



40



FIG. 5, exemplary on-time ?ltered phase points 96 are located



at integral-baud times (t0, t1, t2, etc.), Whereas exemplary



causes ?ltered signal locus 72 to effect excursions having



45



shape of the datum-burst curve is a function of the excess 50



local peak magnitudes 99 greater than outer-ring magnitude 68. Such excursions occur because the immediate position of locus 72 at any given instant in time is not only a result of



those phase points 54 proximate that position, but of a plu rality of phase points 54 both preceding and folloWing that



and an 0t value of 0.2, a maximum excursion magnitude 105 55



point magnitude. That is, the magnitude of the constrained envelope is approximately 1 .8 times that of the unconstrained 60



phase points t3, t3_5, t4, t4_5, etc.) This phenomenon is illustrated in FIG. 6, Which depicts a pair of Nyquist-type datum bursts 100 in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The folloW ing discussion refers to FIGS. 2, 4, 5, and 6.



(i.e., the potential local peak magnitude 99 of locus 72) is approximately 1.8 times the value of the maximum phase



instant in time. That is, in the preferred embodiment, the determination of the position of locus 72 at time t2_5 (i.e., coincident With off-time phase point t2_5) is determined not



only by the positions of phase points t2 and t3, but by the positions of numerous phase points 54 preceding phase point t2_5 (i.e., phase points t2, t1_5, t1, tO_5, etc.) and the positions of numerous phase points 54 folloWing phase point t2_5 (i.e.,



?lter 76. The smaller the value of ot, the more locus 72 may



rise above the peak datum burst values 102 of adjacent datum bursts 100. Typical designs of pulse-spreading ?lters 76 use 0t values of 0. l 5 to 0.5. For like-valued adjacent phase points 54



65



envelope. In the preferred embodiment depicted in FIGS. 3, 4, and 6, on-time phase points t2 and t3 are both outer-ring phase points 60 having a normaliZed outer-ring magnitude 68 of l .00. Therefore, off-time phase point t2_5 may have a normal iZed maximum excursion magnitude 105 of 1.8. This implies that transmitter circuit 22, to faithfully transmit phase point t2_5 Without excessive distortion, and Without the bene?t of the present invention, Would require an output poWer of 3.24



(l .82) times the poWer required to transmit phase point t2 or t3,
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Which are representative of the highest magnitude intelli gence-carrying phase points 54. This represents an inef?cient



interval 64. Off-time pulse-spreading ?lter 134 then trans forms each off-time error pulse 132 into a Nyquist-type error



use of available poWer.



burst (not shoWn) extending over a plurality of unit baud



The following discussion refers to FIGS. 2, 4, and 5. Off-time signal stream 86, a portion of ?ltered signal



intervals. Since off-time pulse-spreading ?lter 134 is a Nyquist-type ?lter, each error burst attains an error-burst peak



stream 74, passes from an output of pulse-spreading ?lter 76 to an input of an off-time constrained-envelope generator



value (not shoWn) at the primary sampling time of the speci?c



106. It is the task of off-time constrained-envelope generator



off-time error pulse 132 (i.e., at time t2_5 for error pulse t2_5), and attains a Zero error-burst value (not shoWn) at integral unit



106 to produce an off-time constrained-bandwidth error sig



baud intervals 64 preceding and folloWing the peak error



nal stream 108 from off-time signal stream 86. A complex summing or combining circuit 110 combines off-time con



burst value (i.e., at times . . . , t_1_5, tO_5, t1_5, and t3_5, t4_5, t5_5, . . . , for error pulse t2_5). In this manner, the energy of each



strained-bandwidth error signal stream 108 With a delayed



off-time constrained-envelope error pulse 136 is spread over a plurality of baud intervals 64 preceding and folloWing the



version of ?ltered signal stream 74 (discussed beloW) to pro duce a constrained-envelope signal stream 112. Constrained



clocking instant (time t2_5). This results in the conversion of



envelope signal stream 112 is effectively ?ltered signal



off-time error signal stream 130 into off-time constrained bandWidth error signal stream 108. Off-time constrained bandWidth error signal stream 108 is made up of off-time



stream 74 With compensation for excursions of locus 72 With



magnitudes greater than outer-ring magnitude 68. A quadrature threshold generator 118 generates a quadra ture threshold signal 120. In the preferred embodiment, threshold signal 120 is a steady-state, constant signal having a value approximately equal to outer-ring magnitude 68.



constrained-envelope error pulses 136. This operation is 20



Threshold signal 120 is used to establish a reference With



Which off-time signal stream 86 is compared. Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that threshold signal 120 may assume many forms and values in keeping With the methodology and circuitry incorporated in the comparison. The use of other forms and/or other values does not depart from the spirit of the present invention nor from the scope of the appended claims. Threshold signal 120 and off-time signal stream 86 are combined in an off-time complex summing or combining circuit 122 to produce an off-time difference signal stream



25



signal stream 74. The production of off-time constrained-bandwidth error signal stream 108 completes the operation of off-time con 30



Filtered signal stream 74 is also passed to the input of a



nal stream 140, Which is effectively ?ltered signal stream 74 35



constrained-bandwidth error signal stream 108. 40



signal stream 130. In the preferred embodiment, off-time 45



and off-time constrained-envelope error pulses 136. The result is a series of digital pulses 142 Whose values do not



appreciably exceed outer-ring magnitude 68 of expanded



passed as Zero-value pulses (i.e., eliminated). In other Words, 50



ring magnitude 68.



ring 56. This condition may occur as a result of pulse-spread 55



transmitter circuit 22 contains an on-time constrained enve



60



tics. Off-time pulse-spreading ?lter 134 produces off-time constrained-bandwidth error signal stream 108 and com



pletes the action of off-time constrained-envelope generator 106.



Within off-time constrained-envelope generator 106, off time pulse-spreading ?lter 134 receives one off-time error



pulse 132 from off-time discriminator 128 per unit baud



ing ?lter 76 executing certain Nyquist-type functions Well knoWn to those skilled in the art. In such an embodiment,



spreading ?lter 134 is substantially identical to ?rst pulse spreading ?lter 76. That is, in the preferred embodiment, both pulse spreading ?lters 76 and 134 are realiZed as Nyquist type ?lters With substantially identical transfer characteris



constellation 46'. In some embodiments of the present invention, certain of



outer-ring phase points 60 may have magnitudes greater than outer-ring magnitude 68, i.e., may be located beyond outer



outer-ring magnitude 68 and the magnitudes of Which corre spond to the degree to Which locus 72 passes beyond outer Off-time error signal stream 130 is then passed to the input of an off-time pulse-spreading ?lter 134. Off-time pulse



Combining circuit 110 combines ?ltered signal stream 74, in the form of delayed signal stream 140, and off-time con strained-bandwidth error signal stream 108 to reduce peak magnitude components of ?ltered signal stream 74. A result ant constrained-envelope signal stream 112 is made up of a series of digital pulses 142 Whose values are the difference



betWeen the values of corresponding ?ltered-signal pulses 78



signal stream 124 in Which all off-time difference pulses 126 having positive values are passed unchanged as off-time error pulses 132 While all other off-time difference pulses 126 are off-time error signal stream 130 is formed from pulses, the timing of Which coincide With excursions of locus 72 beyond



delayed suf?ciently to compensate for the propagation and other delays encountered in off-time constrained-envelope generator 106, and particularly in off-time pulse-spreading ?lter 134. In other Words, delayed signal stream 140 is ?ltered signal stream 74 brought into synchronization With off-time



of an off-time discriminator 128 to produce an off-time error



error signal stream 130 is a variation of off-time difference



strained envelope generator 106.



delay element 138. Delay element 138 produces delayed sig



signal stream 124 Would normally be made up of a combina



tion of off-time difference pulses 126 having positive, Zero, and negative values. Off-time difference signal stream 124 is passed to the input



values occur approximately midWay betWeen integral baud times, i.e., at baud times tO_5, t1_5, t2_5, etc., hence betWeen datum-burst peak and Zero values 102 and 104 of ?ltered



124. Off-time difference signal stream 124 is made up of a series of off-time difference pulses 126 Whose values are the



difference betWeen the values of equivalent off-time pulses 82 and the value of threshold signal 120. Since any given off-time pulse 82 may have a value greater than, equal to, or less than the value of threshold signal 120, off-time difference



essentially the same as the operation of pulse-spreading ?lter 76 in the conversion of phase-point signal stream 50 into ?ltered signal stream 74 described hereinabove. Since off-time constrained-envelope error pulses 136 are derived from off-time pulses 82, the error-burst peak and Zero
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lope generator 106' in addition to off-time constrained-enve lope generator 106 discussed above. On-time signal stream 84, also a portion of ?ltered signal stream 74, passes from an output of pulse-spreading ?lter 76 to an input of on-time constrained-envelope generator 106'. It is the task of on-time constrained-envelope generator 106' to produce an on-time constrained-bandwidth error signal stream 108' from on-time signal stream 84. Combining circuit 110 combines both off-time and on-time constrained-band Width error signal streams 108 and 108' With the delayed
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version of ?ltered signal stream 74 (discussed below) to pro duce constrained-envelope signal stream 112. On-time constrained-envelope generator 106' operates in a manner analogous With the operation of off-time constrained envelope generator 106. Threshold signal 120 and on-time



tions of transmitted phase points 145 as derived from on-time



phase points 90. The centers of phase-point probabilities 144 occupy the same normalized locations Within noise-in?u



enced constellation 46" as do on-time phase points 90 Within



expanded constellation 46'. The positional aberrations of transmitted phase points 145 relative to the corresponding on-time phase points 90 repre



signal stream 84 are combined in an on-time complex sum



ming or combining circuit 122' to produce an on-time differ ence signal stream 124'. On-time difference signal stream 124' is passed to the input of an on-time discriminator 128' to



sent a degree of positional error. This positional error degrades the bit error rate and effects a detriment to transmis



produce an on-time error signal stream 130'. On-time error



sion. The absence of off-time phase points 92 With a magni



signal stream 130' is then passed to the input of an on-time pulse-spreading ?lter 134', Which produces on-time con strained bandWidth error signal stream 108'. Like off-time



tude signi?cantly greater than outer-ring magnitude 68 (FIG. 4) in constrained-envelope signal stream 112, hoWever,



pulse-spreading ?lter 134, on-time pulse-spreading ?lter 134', is substantially identical to ?rst pulse-spreading ?lter



poWer ampli?er that more than compensates for the position error of transmitted phase points 145. A net improvement in



76.



performance results.



Since on-time constrained-envelope error pulses (not shoWn) are derived from on-time pulses 80, the error-burst



Referring back to FIG. 2, the output of combining circuit 110, constrained-envelope signal stream 112, is passed to an input of a substantially linear ampli?er 146. Substantially linear ampli?er 146 produces RF broadcast signal 26, Which



peak and Zero values occur at integral baud times, i.e., at baud times t1, t2, t3, etc., hence betWeen datum-burst peak and Zero values 102 and 104 of ?ltered signal stream 74. Combining circuit 110 combines ?ltered signal stream 74, in the form of delayed signal stream 140, With both off-time



alloWs an increase in poWer output for a given bandWidth and



20



is then broadcast via transmitter antenna 24. In the preferred



embodiment, substantially linear ampli?er 146 is made up of 25



a digital lineariZer 148, a digital-to-analog converter 150, and a radio-frequency (RF) amplifying circuit 152. Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that substantially linear ampli?er



30



146 may be realiZed in any of a plurality of different embodi ments other than that described here, and that utiliZation of any of these different embodiment does not depart from the intent of the present invention nor the scope of the appended claims.



and on-time constrained-bandwidth error signal stream 108



and 108' to reduce peak magnitude components of ?ltered signal stream 74. A side effect of this methodology is that locus 72 at integral unit baud intervals 64 adds a signal-dependent, baud-limited



noise factor to the positions of phase points 54 in constellation 46 (FIG. 3). This results in transmitter circuit 22 transmitting



Within substantially linear ampli?er 146, digital lineariZer



a “noise-in?uenced” phase-point constellation 46". In FIG. 7,



noise-in?uenced constellation 46" is depicted illustrating



148 alters constrained-envelope signal stream 144 into a pre



constrained-envelope phase-point probabilities 144 of phase



distorted digital signal stream 154. Pre-distorted digital sig



points 54 in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The folloWing discussion refers to FIGS. 2, 3, 5 and 7.



nal stream 154 is made non-linear in just the right manner to compensate for non-linearities Within digital-to-analog con



35



verter 150 and RF amplifying circuit 152, hence lineariZing



substantially linear ampli?er 146.



Phase-point probabilities 144 reside in noise-in?uenced constellation 46" exactly as phase points 54 reside in constel



phase point 145 Within a given phase-point probability 144 is



Digital-to-analog converter 150 then converts pre-dis torted digital signal stream 154 into an analog baseband sig nal 156. Analog baseband signal 156 is then ampli?ed by RF amplifying circuit 152 into RF broadcast signal 26 and trans



a function of a plurality of variable conditions and, although someWhat correlated, except in certain specialiZed cases, can



mitted via transmitter antenna 24. In summary, the present invention teaches a methodology



lation 46, i.e., in the same con?guration With centers at the same locations. The actual location of a given transmitted



40



and circuitry by Which a transmitter circuit utiliZing Nyquist



not readily be predicted. In effect, for a given phase point 54, the resultant transmitted phase point 145 may be located



45



anyWhere Within phase-point probability 144, i.e., Within an indeterminate area having a center coincident With the loca



tion of the original phase point 54. The probability of trans mitted phase point 145 being located at any speci?c position



type ?ltration may produce a constrained envelope having a magnitude at or near the approximate unconstrained envelope magnitude of the desired constellation. This enables the trans mitter output ampli?er to be biased so that the maximum unconstrained envelope magnitude is at or near the top of the



Within that indeterminate area varies as an inverse function of 50



ampli?er’s linear region Without incurring clipping of the



the distance of that speci?c position from the location of the



constrained envelope transmissions. This in turn produces a more e?icient output ampli?er and effects an increase in the poWer output of a given output ampli?er. Conversely, a loWer poWer ampli?er may be used to provide the same output poWer that Was previously output. This effects a signi?cant



original phase point 54. For any given phase point 54, the transmitted phase point 145 may be said to be proximate its idealiZed position Within noise-in?uenced constellation 46". That is, a locus (not



55



savings in output ampli?er cost. Although the preferred embodiments of the invention have



shoWn) of constrained-envelope signal stream 112 passes



proximate the idealiZed positions of exemplary phase points t0, t1, t2, etc., at the clocking instants in time. The original phase points 54 of constellation 46, as pro duced by phase mapper 44, are on-time phase points 90 (circles) of expanded constellation 46'. It is these on-time phase points 90 that carry the intelligence of RF broadcast signal 26 as ultimately transmitted. Off-time phase points 92 (squares) are by-products of pulse-spreading ?lter 76, required to constrain spectral regroWth, and carry no intelli gence. Phase-point probabilities 144 of noise-in?uenced con stellation 46" represent the resultant areas of probable loca



been illustrated and described in detail, it Will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art that various modi?cations 60



may be made therein Without departing from the spirit of the invention or from the scope of the appended claims. What is claimed is:



[1. A constrained-envelope digital communications trans mitter circuit comprising: 65



a pulse-spreading ?lter con?gured to receive a quadrature



phase-point signal stream of digitiZed quadrature phase points and produce a ?ltered signal stream, said ?ltered
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13 signal stream exhibiting energy corresponding to each phase point spread throughout a plurality of unit baud



[8.A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 7 Wherein said constrained-envelope generator is



intervals;



con?gured so that said error-burst peak values and said error burst Zero values occur approximately midWay betWeen said



a constrained-envelope generator coupled to said pulse spreading ?lter and con?gured to produce a constrained



datum-burst peak values and said datum-burst Zero values.] [9.A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 5 Wherein said ?rst and second pulse-spreading



bandWidth error signal stream; a combining circuit coupled to said pulse-spreading ?lter and to said constrained-envelope generator, said com



?lters exhibit substantially equivalent transfer characteris



bining circuit con?gured to combine said ?ltered signal



tics.]



stream and said constrained-bandwidth error signal



[10. A digital communications transmitter circuit as



stream to produce a constrained-envelope signal stream; and a substantially linear ampli?er having an input coupled to



claimed in claim 5 Wherein: said ?rst pulse-spreading ?lter receives one quadrature



phase point per unit baud interval and produces tWo complex samples of said ?ltered signal stream per unit baud interval;



said combining circuit.] [2.A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said pulse-spreading ?lter is a Nyquist



said constrained-envelope generator evaluates one of said tWo complex samples of said ?ltered signal stream pro duced by said ?rst pulse-spreading ?lter per unit baud



type ?lter.] [3 . A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed



in claim 1 Wherein said combining circuit is con?gured to combine said ?ltered signal stream and said constrained bandWidth error signal stream to reduce a peak magnitude



20



per unit baud interval and produces tWo complex



samples of said constrained-envelope error-signal



component of said ?ltered signal stream.] [4.A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 3 Wherein said combining circuit is a complex sum



25



[5.A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 1 Wherein:



cuit.]



30



?gured to select said digitiZed quadrature phase points from a phase-point constellation, said phase-point con



stellation having a maximum-magnitude phase point; 40



burst extending over a plurality of unit baud intervals, having a datum-burst peak value occurring in one of said plurality of unit baud intervals and datum-burst Zero



equal to a magnitude of said maximum-magnitude phase [13. A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 1 additionally comprising an interleaver



vals aWay from said datum-burst peak value, so that said ?ltered signal stream in each unit baud interval substan tially equals the sum of said Nyquist-type datum bursts



coupled to said phase mapper.] [14. A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 1 Wherein: said constrained-envelope generator is an off-time con 50



time constrained-bandwidth error signal stream; said transmitter circuit additionally comprises an on-time



burst extending over a plurality of unit baud intervals, having an error-burst peak value occurring in one of said plurality of unit baud intervals and error-burst Zero val ues occurring substantially at integral unit baud intervals aWay from said error-burst peak value, so that said con strained-bandWidth error signal stream in each unit baud



constrained-envelope generator coupled to said pulse spreading ?lter and con?gured to produce an on-time constrained-bandwidth error signal stream; and



interval substantially equals the sum of said Nyquist



error-burst peak values and said error-burst Zero values at



strained-envelope generator; said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream is an off



transforms each error pulse into a Nyquist-type error



[7. A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 6 Wherein said constrained-envelope generator is con?gured so that said Nyquist-type error bursts exhibit said



and said threshold value is a magnitude value approximately



point.]



values occurring substantially at integral unit baud inter



type error bursts from a plurality of error pulses.]



said transmitter circuit additionally comprises a phase mapper coupled to said pulse-spreading ?lter and con



in claim 5 Wherein: said ?rst pulse-spreading ?lter is con?gured so that each



from a plurality of phase points; and said constrained-envelope generator is con?gured so that said second pulse-spreading ?lter receives error pulses,



values, With each of said complex digital values exhib iting a peak magnitude component; and said constrained-envelope generator is con?gured to deter mine When ones of said peak magnitude components exceed a threshold value] [12. A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 11 Wherein:



35



[6.A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed



phase point is transformed into a Nyquist-type datum



stream per unit baud interval.] [11. A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 1 Wherein: said ?ltered signal stream is a stream of complex digital



ming circuit.] said pulse-spreading ?lter is a ?rst pulse-spreading ?lter; said transmitter circuit additionally comprises a delay ele ment coupled betWeen said ?rst pulse-spreading ?lter and said combining circuit; and said constrained-envelope generator comprises a second pulse-spreading ?lter coupled to said combining cir



interval; and said second pulse-spreading ?lter receives one error pulse



60



said combining circuit is coupled to said pulse-spreading ?lter, to said off-time constrained-envelope generator, and to said on-time constrained-envelope generator, and said combining circuit is con?gured to combine said ?ltered signal stream, said off-time constrained-band Width error signal stream, and said on-time constrained bandWidth error signal stream to produce said con



strained-envelope signal stream.]



instances in time When said Nyquist-type datum bursts exhibit neither said datum-burst peak values nor said datum



[15. A digital communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said substantially linear ampli?er



burst Zero values



comprises;
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a digital lineariZer con?gured to pre-distort said con



[21. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16 Wherein: said ?ltered signal stream includes tWo or more complex



strained-envelope signal stream into a pre-distorted



digital signal stream; a digital-to-analog converter coupled to said digital linear iZer and con?gured to produce an analog baseband sig



5



magnitudes; and



nal from said pre-distorted digital signal stream; and



said generating step is con?gured so that said constrained



a radio-frequency amplifying circuit con?gured to gener ate a radio-frequency broadcast signal from said analog



bandWidth error signal stream includes tWo or more



complex values per unit baud interval, said complex



baseband signal.]



values in said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream



[16. In a digital communications system, a method for the transmission of a constrained-envelope communications sig nal, said transmission method comprising the steps of:



being responsive to said local peak magnitudes of said ?ltered signal stream so as to spread energy from selected ones of said local peak magnitudes over a plu



?ltering a quadrature phase-point signal stream to produce a ?ltered signal stream, said ?ltering step spreading energy from each phase point in said ?ltered signal



rality of unit baud intervals of said constrained-band



Width error signal stream.] [22. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16 Wherein



stream over a plurality of unit baud intervals; generating a constrained-bandwidth error signal stream



from said ?ltered signal stream and a threshold signal; combining said ?ltered signal stream and said constrained



said transmitting step continuously transmits said con



strained-envelope communications signal.] [23. A constrained-envelope digital-communications 20



bandWidth error signal stream to produce a constrained



signal stream; a phase mapper coupled to said binary data source and



con?gured to produce a quadrature phase-point signal 25



signal.] 30



[18. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16 Wherein:



said generating step comprises the step of ?ltering an error signal stream having one error pulse per unit baud inter val to produce said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream, said ?ltering step spreading energy from each



35



40



delayed signal stream; and said combining step combines said delayed signal stream and said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream to



produce said constrained-envelope signal stream.] [19. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16 Wherein:



45



said ?ltering step comprises the step of receiving one



quadrature phase point per unit baud interval; said ?ltering step additionally comprises the step of pro ducing tWo complex samples of said ?ltered signal



50



stream per unit baud interval;



said generating step comprises the step of evaluating one of said tWo complex samples of said ?ltered signal stream per unit baud interval to produce an error signal stream



having one error pulse per unit baud interval; and



55



said generating step additionally comprises the step of ?ltering said error signal stream to produce said con strained-bandwidth error signal stream having tWo com



plex samples of said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream per unit baud interval]



stream; a complex summing circuit coupled to said delay element and said constrained-envelope generator and con?gured to produce a constrained-envelope signal stream; and a substantially linear ampli?er coupled to said complex summing circuit and con?gured to produce a radio-fre quency broadcast signal [24. A digital-communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 23 Wherein said Nyquist-type ?lter is a ?rst Nyquist-type ?lter, said ?ltered signal stream includes a ?rst ?ltered-signal data stream and a second ?ltered-signal data stream, and said complex summing circuit is a ?rst complex



summing circuit, Wherein said transmitter circuit additionally comprises a quadrature threshold generator con?gured to provide a threshold signal, said threshold signal having a threshold value, and Wherein said constrained-envelope gen erator comprises: a complex summing circuit coupled to said ?rst Nyquist type ?lter and said quadrature threshold generator and con?gured to produce a difference signal stream, difference pulses having difference-pulse values of a ?rst polarity and difference-pulse values of a second
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polarity; a discriminator coupled to said complex summing circuit



said generating step additionally comprises the steps of: providing said threshold signal; and stream exceed a threshold value of said threshold sig nal



con?gured to produce a delayed signal stream synchro



Wherein said difference signal stream is a stream of



[20. A transmission method as claimed in claim 19 Wherein



determining When ones of peak magnitude components of a stream of complex digital values of said ?ltered signal



a Nyquist-type ?lter coupled to said phase mapper and con?gured to produce a ?ltered signal stream; a constrained-envelope generator coupled to said Nyquist type ?lter and con?gured to produce a constrained bandWidth error signal stream; a delay element coupled to said Nyquist-type ?lter and niZed With said constrained-bandwidth error signal



error pulse in said error signal stream over a plurality of



unit baud intervals; said transmission method additionally comprises the step of delaying said ?ltered signal stream to produce a



stream, Wherein said phase-point signal stream has a predetermined number of symbols per unit baud inter val, said predetermined number of symbols de?ning a



phase point in a phase-point constellation;



[17. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16 Wherein



said combining step comprises the step of reducing a peak magnitude component of said ?ltered signal stream.]



transmitter circuit comprising: a binary data source con?gured to provide a binary input



envelope signal stream; linearly amplifying said constrained-envelope signal stream to produce said constrained-envelope communi cations signal; and transmitting said constrained-envelope communications



digital values per unit baud interval, said complex digital values in said ?ltered signal stream exhibiting local peak



and con?gured to produce an error signal stream from



said difference signal stream, Wherein said error signal stream is a stream of error pulses substantially coinci 65



dent With said difference pulses of said difference signal stream, and Wherein, When ones of said difference



pulses have said ?rst-polarity difference-pulse values,
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18 by passing unchanged pulses having positive values



said coincident error pulses have error-pulse values sub



stantially equal to said ?rst-polarity difference-pulse



while all otherpulses are eliminated; and a second pulse spreading filter to constrain the band



values, and When ones of said difference pulses have



said second-polarity difference-pulse values, said coin cident error pulses have error-pulse values substantially



width of the error signal stream to produce the con strained-bandwidth error signal stream;



equal to Zero; and a second Nyquist-type ?lter coupled to said discriminator



a delay element, coupled to saidfirst pulse spreadingfilter, for use in delaying the output ofsaidfirst pulse spread



and con?gured to produce said constrained-bandWidth error signal stream.]



a combining circuit coupled to said delay element and to



[25. A digital-communications transmitter circuit as



said secondpulse spreading?lter, said combining cir



claimed in claim 24 Wherein said transmitter circuit addition



cuit configured to combine said?ltered signal stream



ing?lter;



ally comprises:



and said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream to



produce a constrained-envelope signal stream; and a substantially linear ampli?er having an input coupled to said combining circuit. 3]. A constrained-envelope digital communications trans



a convolutional encoder coupled to said binary data source



and con?gured to produce an encoded signal stream; and an interleaver coupled to said convolutional encoder and



con?gured to produce an interleaved signal stream by



temporally decorrelating said encoded signal stream.]



mitter circuit as claimed in claim 30 wherein:



[26. A digital-communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 24 Wherein: said ?ltered signal stream is a quadrature signal stream having a locus that passes proximate one of said phase



points of said phase-point constellation at integral unit baud intervals; said ?rst ?ltered-signal data stream comprises on-time



at each local peak said ?ltered signal stream exhibits a 20



spread error signalfor said local peak, wherein said pulse-spread error signal spreads energy over a plural ity of unit intervals and exhibits a peak in one unit 25



interval; and



said delay element delays the output of said first pulse spreading filter so that said peak of said pulse-spread



samples of said ?ltered signal stream, each of said on



time samples occurring substantially coincidentally With said passage of said ?ltered signal locus proximate one of said phase points of said phase-point constella tion; and said second ?ltered-signal data stream comprises off-time samples of said ?ltered signal stream Wherein each of



error signal temporally coincides with a corresponding



said localpeak in the delayed output. 32. A constrained-envelope digital communications trans mitter circuit as claimed in claim 3] wherein saidpeakofsaid



said off-time samples occurs betWeen adjacent ones of



said on-time samples.] [27. A digital-communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 26 Wherein each of said off-time samples occurs substantially midWay betWeen adjacent ones of said



magnitude greater than the threshold; said constrained bandwidth error signal includes a pulse
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pulse-spread error signal exhibits an amplitude which is responsive to an amount by which the magnitude of said ?ltered signal stream exceeds said threshold. 33. A constrained-envelope digital communications trans mitter circuit as claimed in claim 30 wherein the pulse spreading filter is configured so that a pulse input causes a



on-time samples.]



burst peak to occur at one instant and burst Zeros to occur



[28. A digital-communications transmitter circuit as claimed in claim 23 additionally comprising an interleaver coupled to said binary data source and con?gured to provide an interleaved signal stream.] [29. A digital-communications transmitter circuit as



substantially at integral unit baud intervals awayfrom said 40



34. A constrained-envelope digital communications trans mitter circuit as claimed in claim 30 wherein said?rstpulse



spreading?lter includes a Nyquist-type pulse spreadingfilter which provides said?ltered signal stream.



claimed in claim 23 Wherein said constellation is an ampli



tude and phase shift keying constellation.]
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35. A methodfor transmitting a constrained-envelope com



munications signal, said method comprising: a) filtering a quadrature phase-point signal stream to pro duce a filtered signal stream, saidfiltering step spread



3 O. A constrained-envelope digital communications trans mitter circuit comprising: afirstpulse spreading?lter con?gured to receive a quadra



ture phase-point signal stream of digitized quadrature phase points and produce a filtered signal stream, said ?ltered signal stream exhibiting energy corresponding



burst peak.



ing energyfrom eachphasepoint over aplurality ofunit 50



baud intervals; b) generating a constrained-bandwidth error signal stream



to each phasepoint spread over a plurality ofunit baud



from said?ltered signal stream and a threshold signal,



intervals;



wherein generating a constrained-bandwidth error sig



a constrained-envelope generator coupled to said first pulse spreading filter and configured to produce a con
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strained-bandwidth error signal in response to said ?l tered signal stream and a threshold generator, wherein



nal stream comprises producing a diference signal stream that is the diference between the filtered signal stream and the threshold, producing an error signal stream from the di?'erence signal stream in a discrimi



the constrained-envelope generator comprises



nator by passing unchanged pulses having positive val



a circuit to produce the constrained-bandwidth error



ues while all other pulses are eliminated, and pulse



signal comprising:



60



nal stream and a thresholdfrom the threshold genera tor; a discriminator coupled to the diference circuit to pro duce an error signal stream, where said error signal



stream is producedfrom the di?erence signal stream



spreadfiltering the error signal stream;



c) delaying the filtered signal stream;



a di?erence circuit that produces a diference signal stream that is the di?erence between said?ltered sig



d) combining the delayed?ltered signal stream and said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream to produce a 65



constrained-envelope signal stream; e) linearly ampli?1ing said constrained-envelope signal stream to produce said constrained-envelope communi



cations signal; and
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j) transmitting said constrained-envelope communications



said pulse spread?ltering activity b) is con?gured so that



signal. 36. A method as claimed in claim 35 wherein said gener-



an error pulse of said error signal stream causes an error-burst peak to occur at a?rst instant and error



ating activity b) reduces a peakmagnitude component ofsaid



?ltered signal stream.



burst Zeros to occur at integral unit baud intervals away



5



37. A method as claimed in claim 35 wherein:



from said error-burst pealc 38. A method as claimed in claim 35 wherein pulse spread



said stream ?ltering activity a) is configured so that one of



filtering the error signal comprises spreading energy from



said phase points causes a datum-burst peak to occur at a first instant and datum-burst Zeros to occur at integral



said error pulses over a plurality of unit baud intervals to generate the constrained-bandwidth error signal stream.



unit baud intervals away from said datum-burst peak; 10 and
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